Dressing for the Apocalypse
Joan Fleming

A reticent scientist
breaks and says that we
have made the planet
into ‘an angry beast’, ‘a
war machine’.

N

ovember, 2020 – My housemate in Melbourne says to me, ‘What do you mean,
exactly, when you say total societal collapse?’
I have been drilling him on how he would
invest $100,000 if he knew the end was near.
Water no longer coming out of the taps, I say. Disrupted food
supplies. Breakdown of governance. Weather chaos. Police
and military becoming armies for hire. ‘I’d just give up,’ he
says. ‘No matter how much you’ve stockpiled, someone with
a gun will be coming for it.’

of cocaine, fireworks to celebrate with. If we have fireworks, I
say, won’t people see them and know where we are? ‘Yes, but
we’ll also have a Gatling gun set up on the turret.’ We’ll have
a turret? I say. Okay. It sounds good, but what about food?
  
The day the World Health Organization finally declares
COVID-19 a pandemic, I go to the supermarket to purchase,
among other things, bobby pins. They don’t have the right
sort of bobby pins and I experience a spasm of worry that a
disruption of supplies will compromise my ability to pin my
hair into a halo and disguise the smallness of my head.

  
Madrid, 2018 – It’s an unwell chapter, when every part of my
life feels partial or virtual. I work online, I speak to my family
online, I see my friends online, then I walk the sweating streets
with broken Spanish and look around at this new life. I can
see it, but I cannot touch it. I cannot be properly inside of it.
Though we have just moved here from Melbourne, the yearning
that surges up is for the gorges and bush tangle of Aotearoa.
My father prefers the Australian bush. ‘You can see through it,’
he says. Record summer temperatures are recorded in Paris
and London. It is difficult to predict future impacts, I read. There
is talk of a tipping point; multiple, cascading tipping points.
But it is more difficult not to predict them. I cannot cool down.
I am trying to make up my mind about whether to conceive
a child. I try to enjoy sex, but I can’t concentrate for thinking
about a dress I would like to buy, but shouldn’t. Yearning is
not the same as desire.

  
One of the worst things about me is that I worry that when
the climate apocalypse comes, I will be caught wearing the
wrong outfit.
  
An ice-free Arctic. Ocean acidification. Mass starvation. Forced
migration. Storms. Floods. Drought. Heat death. Tropical
diseases. Drowning cities. Three years ago, a crack in the Arctic
ice shelf grew 11 miles in six days. A reticent scientist breaks
and says that we have made the planet into ‘an angry beast’,
‘a war machine’.
  
Maybe a uniform would be best. Combat green seems an
obvious choice. Coveralls have their benefits and challenges:
warm kidneys, awkward toileting. I have an old army jumpsuit
from a second-hand shop in London with a velcro closure
that runs from the crotch to the throat. When I put it on I feel
capable, ready for defence. When shrugging out of it, though,
my body approximates an opening of the chest, an opening
of the heart. The kind of gesture that welcomes another in.

  
Madrid, 2019 – One year later. Eating burritos with Terry
down the street from his bookshop. He has some extravagant
ideas for our Doomsday Cult. His preference is for the French
countryside. He wants a large library (of course), a few kilos
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DRESSING FOR THE APOCALYPSE

I imagine that, when the end comes,
I will be found clutching some object
of sentiment – some thing of beauty
or memory, some object that carries
the smell of before – and wearing a
pair of flimsy house shoes.

When we finally form the Doomsday Cult, will it be enough
to be liked? How can I count on friends who enjoy spending
evenings and afternoons with me to risk their bodily safety
for my survival? What if I was, instead, generally disliked but
indispensable? Skilled in Krav Maga. A cultivation expert. An
emergency ward doctor.

shoes in a certain corner. Then an officer comes along and
sweeps all the shoes into a heap. Levi thinks, ‘He is crazy, he
is mixing them all together, ninety-six pairs, they will be all
unmatched.’ The prisoners are gathered into a room, naked,
awaiting something terrible. Later, they will be given two illfitting and mismatched wooden shoes that cause dangerous
sores as they rub. The clattering noise they make prevents any
prisoner from running. Shoes are a recurring theme in Levi’s
account of his survival. After the ‘liberation’ of the camp, a
fellow prisoner – more canny and conniving than Levi – sneers
at the ‘shapeless pieces of trash’ on Levi’s feet. ‘What do you
do?’ he asks. ‘I’m a chemist.’ ‘Then you are a fool,’ he says. ‘A
man who has no shoes is a fool.’ This concrete wisdom leaves
Levi speechless. In a time when survival is all that matters,
the failure to procure shoes is metonymy for the failure to
comprehend reality.

  
There’s a ring I can’t wear anymore. It was given to me by a
knot of female friends whose friendship has since unravelled.
There was a time when we belonged to each other. I’ve been
merciless in thinking through which of these friends I might
count on in the end times, and who would be the one to betray
the Doomsday Cult: who would take the truck and the last
of the food stores and the rifle and abscond in the middle of
the night and feel sorry about it, so very, very sorry. I’m sure
they would leave a note. The ring is beautiful, made of silver
in a design of rocks. An anchorage without a ship.

  
The question has always been, after the children and the living
creatures, what do you grab as you run from the burning house?
Perhaps the new question is: what object do you keep with
you in the end times? I imagine that, when the end comes, I
will be found clutching some object of sentiment – some thing
of beauty or memory, some object that carries the smell of
before – and wearing a pair of flimsy house shoes.

  
William Morris: ‘Nothing useless can be truly beautiful.’
  
Newcastle, 2017 – A friend I admire holds her hens’ party at a
shooting range. Later, at her wedding, the photo backdrop is
an enormous spangled plywood vagina. This friend is actually
my husband’s first love. She is a woman of edgy power, a
mother, glamorous as a black rose. Sometimes when I look
at her, I feel a pang of jealousy. Am I jealous of her beauty?
Of her motherhood? Or is it that, when things fall apart and
the rifles come out, she will be the better shot?

  
Madrid, mid-2020 – I am in the gutted living room of our
apartment in a fizz of distress, pressing a favourite orange
jumper onto a friend because my suitcase is over the weight
limit. After three cancellations, we finally have flights back to
Australia. We move out of our apartment and drive with our
bags to the airport without knowing if they will let us on the

  
Primo Levi, 1944, arriving at Auschwitz, writes that part of the
initiation into hell is the order to strip down and place one’s
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Amy tells me she believes the smoke is a good thing:
a palpable, frightening, uncomfortable reminder of the
country’s hypocrisy and the government’s damning
equivocation. ‘Warming is good for us,’ reports the
Herald Sun in January 2020, pretending away the crisis.

flight. ‘You’ll wear it, won’t you?’ I say. ‘Te gusta?’ It is made of
pure wool. The orange yarn has flecks of pink through it. ‘The
colour,’ I insist, ‘it’s dimensional.’ ‘No te preocupes, Joan,’ says
Marina. ‘Anything you want, you can ask us to send it later.’
But I know I won’t. Sometimes, when you say goodbye, you
know it’s for good.

halls of the activist space, wearing the grandmother, holding
her steady on my own head with both hands. I can’t know
how, in the year to come, in the city of Madrid, at the height of
COVID, 1500 people will be dying every day, so many of them
grandmothers. What I know is that, finally, I have decided to
never become one myself.

  
Madrid, 2019, at the end of the COP25 global climate summit
– another moral failure on the part of those who could have
made change. I go back to the labour union hall that all the
activist groups had been using as a headquarters to help with
the clean-up. There are only a few of us left. I take on the
communal kitchen and bin the heads of broccoli gone to
dusty seed and the half-used jars of slimy lima beans. I wash
towers of greasy plastic cups in cold water and floor cleaner,
because that’s all there is. The door to the room that held
the expensive sound equipment has been broken down – no,
not just broken down, but thoroughly smashed. There is talk
of a missing key, something lost in translation. The word
‘smithereens’ comes to mind. In a back room littered with
cardboard and paint tins, I pick up the giant papier-mâché
head of a grandmother that Indigenous activists fashioned
for their part in the Friday climate march. I wrap it in plastic
sheeting and carry it across the city to Terry’s bookshop in
the rain. This is the rebellion, I guess.

  
While the COP25 is happening in Madrid, Australia is experiencing a bushfire season that the WWF calls the worst wildlife
disaster in modern history. Three billion animals die. Erin
has an acute lung infection, exacerbated by the smoke. Amy
tells me she believes the smoke is a good thing: a palpable,
frightening, uncomfortable reminder of the country’s hypocrisy
and the government’s damning equivocation. ‘Warming is good
for us,’ reports the Herald Sun in January 2020, pretending
away the crisis. Amy says rushing the clothes off the line when
the wind changes is a new routine.
  
Christmas, Madrid 2019 – Charlotte has gifted us a fish. He is
a betta fish. We name him Spencer. In fact, Spencer Uno has
already died once in the frigid back room of the bookshop,
so Charlotte has replaced him with a more colourful model:
Spencer Dos. She believes care of Spencer Dos is the sort of
diverting house-project I would appreciate, which I do and
do not. I do not want the fish to die. Tonight I will go to the
pet supplies store to buy a fishbowl heater and an aquarium
plant, so Spencer Dos doesn’t live in a glass universe where
he is the only living being. I say to Dom, do you want to come
to the fish shop? Sure! he says. Then he says, wait, you mean
the pet shop? One of our favourite places in the city is the
pescadería, a place of wonder and high skill where winking

  
What is strange about the papier-mâché grandmother is that
all through the winter I have been writing a post-collapse
verse novel with a grandmother figure at the centre. She is the
head, the giver of names, the director of ritual for her band of
scroungers. There is a photo of me in the rubbished, vacant
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ISLAND

I feel that everything I carry in my two bags is a
necessity, and yet how petty and bizarre it is to be a
human animal, carrying private snacks and plasticwrapped soaps for our own comfort, none of it for the
others with whom we share the journey.

Some months after Spencer Dos is gifted to us, he grows listless.
I try to rouse him by drawing on the glass of his bowl with a
whiteboard marker. At first he puffs up, seemingly entertained,
but then becomes terrified. He hides in the bamboo, or up
against the fishbowl heater. He stops eating. The fish grows
pale, his orange fading to white. Dom and I worry endlessly.
Then, of course, he dies.

fishmongers with cleavers can rip out a backbone in a single
flick. They flirt and yell in the shop’s compact chaos, cheerfully
hosing away the guts, and the fishes they throw to one another
sail right past your ear. It is thrilling. How can we explain our
contradictions to the gods? Does everything come down to
pain or pleasure?

  
I dream I am lying in a desiccated meadow, crushing something
into my eye sockets. At first I think it is flowers, but then I
realise it is only the memory of flowers. What beauty can be
found in wholesale loss? My private vision of the end-time is
of a blue and green planet leached of colour so that it finally
mirrors the true shade of the universe: a pale and classic beige.
This is a shade scientists arrived at by combining the light spectrums from 200,000 galaxies. It’s a colour I see everywhere
on the feeds of my fellow fools, trying to convince themselves
that dressing in sustainable linen can stop the apocalypse

bizarre it is to be a human animal, carrying private snacks and
plastic-wrapped soaps for our own comfort, none of it for the
others with whom we share the journey.
  
I can see the truth, but I cannot touch it; I cannot be properly
inside it.

  
Carlton Gardens, Melbourne, late 2020 – a cool, early summer
Sunday. Lockdown has ended. Fifty activists practise the choreography with which they will block a major intersection to
protest the Murdoch media’s suppression of climate science.
The drumming gets under my skin. Liar liar, planet’s on fire. At
the art table, I squeeze black ink onto a foam roller and run
it back and forth until it coats the surface with a pattern of
waves. Extinction is central to this movement’s brand. When
I peel up the wood block and see I have imprinted the large
and delicate skeleton of a fish with perfect consistency on
the front of a T-shirt, I am delighted.

  
In my mid-twenties, reading The Road in a damp Wellington
basement sublet, in winter – I put the book down between
chapters and climb the stairs to the kitchen and marvel at
the function of the fridge and the rows of canned foods. The
running tap, the locking door. I ransack the shelves for sugar.
It doesn’t matter if it isn’t mine. I eat piece after piece of my
kind landlady’s cooking chocolate, folding the foil and paper
back over the stub like a badly wrapped present, only to pull
it out of the cupboard and unwrap it again. I can’t stop.
  
John D Rockefeller, when asked, ‘How much is enough?’
replied, ‘Just a little bit more.’

  
2019, Doha – I am en route to Madrid after rushing back to
Australia to say goodbye to my uncle who, miraculously and
against all prediction, has not died. I step onto the second
plane and see how, compared with the last flight, they have
sheared inches off the space for each passenger. I don’t think I
can do 14 hours of this, I think. I’m wearing the wrong clothes.
My coat is too long, and my pants are wrong, the knees are
wrong. Then I think, it’s only hours. Not days. Not weeks.
Not months. I feel disturbed watching the travellers herd and
jostle to exit the plane with all their bagged belongings, filling
the aisles with impatience and clutched things. I picture a
man in black blocking our way, forcing us back to our seats
or herding us onto some other vessel with some other function and destination. I’d never had flashes of war-possibility
when I travelled, but I have them now. I feel that everything
I carry in my two bags is a necessity, and yet how petty and

  
Melbourne, late-2020 – It is evident that making end-days
wish-lists at dinner parties does not amount to preparation.
Our collective privilege has insulated us against the necessity to acquire the practical skills we might actually need in
the event of a total societal collapse. Making the wish-lists
scratches an itch, like window-shopping, though I find the
more I window-shop, the more I feel the urge to buy. New
shoes, new pants. Sometimes, after the first sip on a joint, I
feel a rush of certainty that life in a post-collapse world will
be more essential, more connected, somehow truer. Sweet
delusion. There are days when I wish being awake was stripped
back to three essential things: food-and-drink, work-and-rest,
and human company. Let all value fall away. Be simply the
movement of a body through time.
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‘Everything you want, you already have.’ In the middle of a
different unwell chapter, I wrote this on a note and put it in
the pocket of a jacket where I could forget it. When I found
it again, I saw that it was true for me, but not for most. I can
entertain my desires – slake them – or I can entertain their
suppression and mastery as some sort of spiritual discipline.
This speaks of the lucky, easy life that lets me believe that when
the end comes, mine will be one worth saving. All my life, the
rhetoric has been about a future of opportunities and growth.
A bigger house, a better wardrobe. It isn’t true anymore, nor
is it right. Maybe the note should read, ‘Everything you might
want, you have had already.’ q

Joan Fleming’s third book, Song of Less, a verse novel exploring ritual and
the limits of language in the ruins of ecological collapse, is forthcoming
with Cordite Books.
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